Brain tissue binding of drugs: evaluation and validation of solid supported porcine brain membrane vesicles (TRANSIL) as a novel high-throughput method.
Estimating the unbound fraction of drugs in brain has become essential for the evaluation and interpretation of the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of new central nervous system drug candidates. Dialysis-based methods are considered to be accurate for estimating the fraction unbound in brain; however, these techniques are hampered by a low throughput. In this study, we present a novel, matrix-free, high-throughput method for estimating the unbound fraction, based on a sample pooling approach combining the TRANSIL brain absorption assay with liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. The base measurement of the TRANSIL approach is the affinity to brain membranes, and this method is used directly to predict the free fraction in brain. The method was evaluated by comparing the free fraction of drugs in brain [f(u,brain) (%)] obtained using the TRANSIL brain absorption assay and equilibrium dialysis methods for a test set of 65 drugs (27 marketed and 38 proprietary drugs). A good correlation (r(2) > 0.93) of f(u,brain) (%) between the TRANSIL brain absorption assay and equilibrium dialysis was observed. Moreover, we compared the lipid composition of rat and porcine brain and analyzed the influence of the brain albumin content on brain tissue binding measurement. The comparison of the lipid composition indicated only minor differences between rat and porcine brain, and albumin appears to have a low impact on brain tissue binding measurements. The TRANSIL brain absorption assay with sample pooling methodology not only significantly reduces the biological matrix required but also increases the throughput, compared with the conventional dialysis methods.